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Every day you’re online you see more and more of 

your competitors leveraging social media for their 

businesses and you don’t even know where to start. 

“What networks should I be using? What should I be 

posting? How do I get more people to see my 

pages?” It’s hard to keep up. 

However, where you see struggle there actually 

exists potential. With 90% of social marketers 

generating more exposure for their businesses with 

their social media efforts1, there’s a lot of opportunity 

for you to leapfrog over your competitors in the 

social media marketing space.

That’s where this guide comes in! We’ll explore

the most common challenges that small business 

owners are experiencing and give you tips on how

to compete and win in the social ecosystem we’re 

living in now.

Feel Like You’re 
Being Left Behind?
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One of the main challenges many small- and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) face when they’re starting 

off on social media is the intimidating number of platforms that they’re expected to be on. From Facebook 

to Snapchat, it seems like every day new options sprout up or an old favorite goes away (R.I.P., Vine).

Though it can be overwhelming, the benefits of having your business 

on social media far outweigh the tough choices you have to make. 

Where to Start

A recent study shows that 53% of 
Americans who follow brands end 
up being more loyal to those 
brands2, and who wouldn’t love 
more loyal customers?
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The key to solving the social media network problem lies in the fact that you don’t have to be everywhere. 

In fact, spreading yourself too thin is a pitfall many small business owners stumble into. When you’re 

choosing which social networks to be involved with, it’s okay to be picky.

Time to Get Selective

Ask yourself these questions:

How popular is 

this network?

Do potential customers 

spend time on it?

Are my 

competitors there?

Does it make sense 

for my business?
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Here’s some data on three of the most popular networks out there and how they could potentially work for your 

business. Take some time to research each platform and think about your answers to the questions from before.

Finding the Right Fit

If your customers use the Internet, they’re very likely to be on Facebook. The first thing 

you’ll need is a business page which will work as an extension of your business on 

Facebook.  In addition to making your business discoverable, it’s an easy way for you to 

share updates and more with the people who matter most— your customers.

More than 70 percent of online adults actively use Facebook3

Facebook

An account on Twitter would give you a chance to interact with your customer-base in a 

real-time and fast paced way. The most successful brands on Twitter are using it to not 

only promote their own messages but to also quickly address the interests and needs of 

their customers.

Twitter has 310 million monthly active users4

Twitter

That’s a staggering amount of people, and that number is only projected to grow. 

By 2017, the number of brands on Instagram is predicted to rise to 71%6. You can get 

ahead of the curve and create an account for your business now, giving you and your 

business a visual way to connect with people.

30% of Internet users have an Instagram account5 

Instagram
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If you’ve taken our advice so far, you’re all set up with accounts on the platforms that you feel will be the 

most beneficial to your business. Congratulations! You’ve taken the first step. Now what? Just having a 

presence isn’t enough. You need to reach the right customers at the right time and maintain

 an active presence on the different platforms. That means it’s time to start posting.

 

A lot of social media marketing plans collapse at this stage. But that doesn’t have to be your story. 

Filling your pages with interesting and engaging content doesn’t have to take up all of your time. 

It’s all about knowing the most efficient ways to produce your own content while 

also sourcing useful content from other places online.

The Content Conundrum

Among the 1.3 billion Twitter 
accounts out there, 44% made 
an account and left before 
ever sending a tweet7.
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As you create and post content, think about what 

your customers find interesting and inspiring. 

Experiment with different kinds of posts:

Along with your original content, you can use 

relevant content you come across online to bolster 

your offerings. This is referred to as curated content 

and it is wildly popular on social media. Experts 

estimate that curated content receives about 

47% of all the clicks8 on social media. By sharing 

curated content from relevant and popular sources, 

small businesses can gain the trust of their audience 

with ease and build credibility. 

Make sure the final piece of content you publish is 

of high value. If you land on some questionable 

content, discard it; it’s part of what curation is!

Change Things Up

Photos of your products or work

Useful or interesting links

Inspiring quotes

A great idea is to use your 
"Sent" email folder as a content 
source. Anytime you answer a 
customer question, you're flexing 
your expertise - why not use it as 
content for a potential social post?
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One of the primary benefits of having your business on social media is that it works as a new channel of 

communication between you and your customers (both actual and potential). 

With 72% of people more likely to make a purchase from an SMB after they interact

 with them on social9, it’s essential that you make an effort to engage with your followers. 

While the opportunities in social customer service are tremendous, there are also significant challenges for 

SMBs. The fact of the matter is that people on social media can be quite demanding when it comes to 

interacting with businesses. A good rule of thumb to follow is: if people took time out of their day to 

interact with you or your business in some way, they probably expect you to do the same for them. 

If the phone was ringing at your business, you wouldn’t just let it ring without answering it, right? 

Treat social interactions the same way.

Keep the Conversation Going7



The Truth About Organic Reach

One of the final hurdles most small business owners never clear is the “If you build it, they will come” 

fallacy – the belief that creating a profile and posting is enough to get the word out about your business.

The truth of the matter is that your organic posts will most likely only ever be 
seen by 6.5% of your following10. If you had 100 people following your page, 

you would only ever be talking to 6 or 7 of them.

That is where paid advertising comes in. Almost all of 

the networks offer the ability to boost the reach of 

your posts by paying. The tools they offer as part of 

their paid advertising option let you drill down into 

the details and send your message directly to the 

types of customers you want to. 

The challenge most businesses face is that they don’t 

know how or who to target. Or they don’t know how 

to measure the effectiveness of their paid campaigns 

in order to optimize them.
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Getting the most out of your paid content on social 

media requires a few steps. The first step is 

understanding what your goals are. What actions 

would you like the people who see your content to 

take? The more specific your goal is, the better. 

Some potential goals include:

Once you decide what you hope to achieve, you 

need to come up with a plan to find your most 

effective messaging. The most successful marketers 

consistently follow one rule that keeps them ahead 

of the game in this regard—ABT, Always. Be. Testing. 

Spend time testing your approaches, devote some of 

your budget to figuring out which one is producing 

more results (based on the goals you chose) and then 

put the bulk of your budget behind that option.

The last thing you have to do is keep your eye on 

how your paid content is performing. Platforms like 

Facebook offer tracking pixels that allow you to track 

how people behave once they’ve clicked on your 

content. Using the data gained from these pixels will 

allow you to make the necessary changes when your 

results start lagging. That way, you ensure that your 

content is helping you achieve the goal you laid out 

for it. Your most successful campaigns will probably 

arise from the result of continual optimization.

Get the Word Out

Building awareness about your 

business and social page

Driving traffic to your website

Gathering information from 

prospects
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If you hope to compete, you need to have accounts on the networks where your consumer base is looking 

for you. Simply having an account is just the beginning. You need to fill those pages with posts that your 

customers would find relevant or interesting, while also monitoring your pages and communicating 

with your audience when they reach out to you. 

Then, you need to do what you can to get those posts seen by as many people as possible, including 

buying paid advertising. It sounds like a lot, but that’s because it is. However, if you follow the advice in 

this guide you’ll be one step ahead and can start seeing the benefits that social media marketing 

can bring to your business.

If it all becomes too much or too overwhelming, don’t just let it all just fall apart. Partner with an expert to 

handle your social media marketing efforts for you. Having a team of social media specialists handle this 

critical aspect of marketing for your business can help to ensure that you are maximizing opportunities

 to create awareness for your brand, using the right social media channels, and getting results.

A Social Media Presence for Your Business Is a Must

There’s no shame in asking for help:
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Hibu is a leading provider of digital marketing solutions to local businesses across the US. 

Through a comprehensive portfolio of services, Hibu helps businesses compete and succeed online. 

Providing one-on-one service, expertise, and transparency, Hibu has simplified digital marketing.

Our outcome-driven social marketing solution is designed to maintain your social presence while 

driving new business. We do this by keeping your social pages up-to-date with relevant posts, 

monitoring those pages and updating you on who is interacting with you and also leveraging 

our ad technology's powerful targeting capabilities to reach your potential customers.

Let’s Talk Now! 855-727-1889

About Hibu

Want to reach more of your potential customers with Hibu Social?
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